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LEGAL
DISCLAINER
It is required you read this legal disclaimer section carefully. If in

doubt, please seek legal, financial, tax, or other relevant legal counsel.

All information provided in this document is not complete and should

never be interpreted as part of separate contractual agreements.

We strongly believe all products, services, technical architecture,

token distribution, corporate timelines, and information provided in

this white paper are accurate and up to date. 

In addition, all documents are subject to change without notice and

should not be considered a signed notification agreement.



NO ADVICE
This white paper does not require the signing of any contract nor the legal

obligation to contribute.  This white paper is not a legal opinion, nor can it

be used in any form as a contract or investment decision. In addition, it

cannot be used to sell or solicit any offer by Trillions to purchase our token.

COMPLIANCE WITH TAX OBLIGATIONS
Website owners or authors are not responsible for your understanding  of

transaction taxes. Website users are solely responsible for understanding

which taxes, if any, apply to their transactions.

LIMITATION OF LIABILITY
RULE shall not be liable for any loss or damage resulting from our actions,

including, but not limited to, written documentation, links to third-party

sites, data, quotations, charts, and the purchase or sale of signals.  Please

be fully informed of any associated risks and expenses related to trading

assets in financial markets (digital or other). ICOs are among the riskiest

investment options. You risk losing your full investment.

INVESTMENT RISKS
Cryptocurrency trading has an elevated level of risk and is not suitable for

all investors. You should carefully evaluate your investment goals, level of

expertise, and risk appetite before trading in cryptocurrencies, tokens, or

any other digital assets.

LEGAL
DISCLAINER



This white paper provides an easy-to-read description of a 

decentralized cryptocurrency based on Binance. As we all know, 

the popularity of digital currency has enabled a new economy to thrive

alongside the existing traditional money tied to centralized banking. Many

investors hold their digital cash with no profit (especially during the down-

market period). Dollo Coin is a cryptocurrency and rewards marketplace with

the safeguarding of decentralized smart contracts. With blockchain technology,

Dollo Coin will facilitate a financial revolution, empowering investors to feel

more financially and socially connected.

Dollo Coin is the native currency that powers a community-driven platform 

 fostering financial well-being for people of all ages and cultures to be in

control of their money and create opportunities to accumulate wealth. 

Dollo Coin will be different from other crypto tokens in that it will contain

real-world assets and will yield passive income to its holders. Dollo Coin has

a vibrant ecosystem that is designed to reward people for their contribution

to communities they reside, businesses they patronize, and opportunities 

 they create to help elevate others. 

ABSTRACT



INTRODUCTION
Dollo Coin is a hyper-deflationary token with passive rewards in BUSD. It

will fuel the Dollo ecosystem through the development of easy-to-use

software applications and strategic partnerships. This fosters mass

adoption while elevating the wealth of token stakeholders.  

Our platform is designed to make traditional financial ideas faster,

decentralized, and mechanized, while keeping user information and data

private and confidential.

Cryptocurrency is the future of the decentralized world with innumerable

advantages.

A paradigm shift is happening and we're 

on the forefront. 



Our mission is "Adoptability and Sustainability" 

Make adoption for the Dollo Coin more accessible while creating

community that helps people accumulate and sustain wealth. This will

be accomplished by building a digital ecosystem that is a construct of

smart communities populated by people and their connection to each

other – that facilitate the sharing of information in a way that builds

social capital and unlocks economic potential.

Our mission has always been to make it as simple as possible to interact

with cryptocurrency, while also being a leader in security, reliability, and

custody.

OUR MISSION

Provide ease to buy, sell or hold Dollo Coin and provide
holders with an opportunity to accumulate wealth
Provide every holder with simple and effective ways to gain
exposure to digital assets
Lower the barrier for entry to a more advanced financial
ecosystem. We strive to innovate & develop new tech to help
businesses and communities collaborate using Dollo as
incentives, fostering economic growth
Inspire innovations in education, builds confidence, and
breaks down barriers to opportunities
Operate as a community-focused and community-driven
digital asset
Dollo is designed to innovate the labor market allowing
people to do what they love to do while accumulating long-
term wealth.

OUR COMMITTMENT 



Dollo Coin aims to address current pain points that impede the crypto

custodial experience for the general public by developing an application

that embodies the best in security, transparency, and simplicity.

We aspire to put “cryptocurrency in every portfolio.” We envision a world

where wealth-building strategies that were once only accessible to

affluent individuals become available to everyone, transferring the

power back to the people.

Dollo Coin is going to create a revolutionary ecosystem to bring more

people into digital assets, helping to earn a passive income through

holding the different currencies along with maintaining their privacy,

security, power, and autonomy.

We believe that through the power of collective decentralization, we can

build an affordable crypto-powered ecosystem where people benefit

from their contributions to the community they reside, businesses they

patronized, and people they elevate.

Dollo Coin aims to be the most known and used cryptocurrency in the

digital industry.

OUR VISIOIN



DOLLO
ECOSYSTEM

Commerce
Labor Market
Financial Market
Education
Mobile Applications
Payment Systems
Debit Card



DOLLO
ECOSYSTEM
Community

Community is the number one value of the Dollo Coin Ecosystem. In the
beginning, we asked if a project could succeed on the back of a
decentralized, community effort. Dollo Coin prevailed due to the strength
of its community members and coin holders. Our collaborative, Like-
minded community is the bedrock of the project.

Utility

We believe utility is the foundation of value in the crypto space. Dollo Coin
was founded on the principle that the crypto space is greatly lacking in real
world use case. We believe a utility that bridges the gap between real world
and the crypto space can and will foster rapid adoption and growth in the
crypto space. Dollo Coin believes it to be the brand loyalty reward system
that people adopt due to its community-focused nature.

Interconnectivity

Simply put, all parts of a system interact 
with and rely on one another. Dollo Coin 
believes in creating an interconnected 
system based on trust and reliability, that 
together is greater than its individual parts.



Liquidity providers receive LP tokens for providing liquidity. The
primary goal is to keep the holder informed about the Dollo Coin
performance by avoiding whale dips when they are used in a mass
trade-off. Dollo Coin's secret is automatic LP. We have a function here
that serves as a dual-beneficial implementation for holders. To begin,
the contract collects tokens from both sellers and purchasers and adds
them to the LP, establishing a stable price floor.

Secondly, the penalty serves as an arbitrage-resistant mechanism,
ensuring that the volume of Dollo Coin remains safe as a reward for the
holders. In principle, the additional LP provides stability by adding the
tax to the token's total liquidity, thus raising the token's overall LP and
maintaining the token's price floor.

The price stability of the Dollo Coin LP mimics this function, with the
added advantage of a firm price floor and cushion for holders. The aim
is to avoid bigger drops in the price when whales opt to sell their
tokens later in the game, which prevents the price from changing as
much as it would if the automated LP mechanism wasn't in place.

LIQUIDITY
POOL



Once you have acquired Dollo Coin, you will automatically
receive BUSD into your crypto wallet.  This reward plays an important
part in addressing a variety of issues to provide holders with earnings
depending on the number of tokens exchanged in the market. This
method is designed to satisfy early adopters who wants to take profits
after earning high APYs. It attempts to relieve some of the negative sell
pressure on the token.

The reflecting mechanism encourages the holders to keep their tokens
to earn greater reflections, which are calculated as a proportion of the
total tokens owned by the holder.  

10% of every buy and sell transaction is redistributed to all token
holders – your portion is directly deposited into your wallet. HODL and
watch it grow indefinitely.

PASSIVE
REWARDS

In our ecosystem the burns are important until it is not. 
In the early days burning coins is significant. The burn
become less pertinent as the community proliferate - as 
will wealth accumulation. 

Some burns are managed by the contract and other 
burns are managed by the team.  This allows for 
progress to be monitored and a foundation 
for growth to be formed.

THE BURN



Open for global participants

Dollo Coin facilitates the transaction and brings them closer to a wider
audience. An added benefit of Dollo Coin use is that it’s completely
decentralized, so trading can be done freely across borders. The use of
technology will help facilitate a financial revolution that should leave
everyone more financially connected, empowered, and enabled. Dollo
Coin has no border so they can be used no matter where you are
located globally. This also has a huge effect on international payment
fees. Traditionally international transfers have much higher fees than
domestic transfers and payments. International payments and
transfers with crypto are the same as domestic.

WHY 
DOLLO COIN

Free from corporate and government interference

Dollo Coin transactions have no intermediary institutions or
government involvement, the costs of transacting are kept very low.
Additionally, any transfer happens very quickly, eliminating the
inconvenience of typical authorization and waiting period
requirements.

Increased liquidity for investors

Dollo Coin enjoys added liquidity while being traded. The importance of
ample liquidity includes fair asset prices, market stability, technical analysis
accuracy, and quicker transactions.



Transparency and Immutability

Each time Dollo Coin is traded, it is recorded on the blockchain. An
audit trail is present to trace where the token came from. This helps
improve security and prevent fraud in exchange-related businesses,
and also helps verify the authenticity of the traded assets.

WHY 
DOLLO COIN

Binance Blockchain

Dollo Coin is a Binance-blockchain token means that it supports a few
functions that all BEP-20 tokens support.

Lower Fees and Security

The fees associated with Dollo Coin token transactions are far less than
those associated with debit, credit cards as well as wire transfers, and
BACS payments. Dollo Coin is a secure and private cryptocurrency that 

 keeps the investor's assets anonymous without 
 compromising security.



Ease of use

Ease of use is the reason why Dollo Coin has more value. All you need
is a smart device and an internet connection. Investors can easily earn
rewards by holding the token.

Transaction Traceability

Dollo Coin is far more secure than other record-keeping systems
because each new transaction is encrypted and linked to the previous
transaction. Dollo Coin is formed by a complicated string of
mathematical numbers and is impossible to be altered. This immutable
and incorruptible nature of the Dollo Coin makes it safe from falsified
information and hacks once formed.

WHY 
DOLLO COIN

Safe and Secure

Dollo Coin is a safe and secure platform which is audited by Techrate
and our technical team is continuously improving the security of
system to ensure the safety of platform.



BINANCE SMART CHAIN:

Dollo Coin run on a private web blockchain. BINANCE SMART CHAIN is a
decentralized platform for their users to invest their liquid assets as a
security token and earn rewards, as well as various products and
services, with open-source, peer-to-peer cryptocurrency, allowing all
buyers and sellers to trade their tokens without interference or to
execute trades online securely and privately with comparatively lower
fees. Binance can significantly reduce your costs, with an average
transaction fee of 0.1 percent (or less).

COMMUNITY-DRIVEN PLATFORM

Dollo Coin is a community-driven platform, thanks
to community- driven development users do not
need to transmit their assets to the centralized
exchange. Establishing a community-driven
platform reduces the possibility of theft through the
exchange of hackers.

We plan to design and launch a rug-free crypto
project. Our ever-growing community is composed
of passionate individuals across the world, each
playing an important part in the growth and
development of Dollo Coin.

DOLLO 
PROTOCOL



RUG FREE AND COMMUNITY- DRIVEN PLATFORM

A rug pull is a hostile maneuver in the cryptocurrency business in which
crypto engineers abandon a project and flee with investors' monies. Rug pulls
are frequent in the decentralized finance sector, especially on decentralized
exchanges; our platform would be impervious to such malice. 

Being a team that have experienced rug-pulls , we are committed to put in
place protocols to ensure our holders have a thriving ecosystem.

DOLLO 
PROTOCOL



DOLLONOMICS

Marketing / Development

2% of every transaction is sent to the growth 
fund wallet to fund marketing, utility

 development and community 
 management.

Passsive Rewards

6% of every buy and sell transaction is redistributed in BUSD to all token 
holders – your portion is directly deposited into your wallet. HODL and 
watch it grow indefinitely.

LP Acquisition

3% of all transactions are automatically added into the liquidity pool. 
This ensure continuous supply for trading, it reduces price volatility.

Deflationary

1% of every transaction will be converted to BNB and stored in the 
contract. Our contract will trigger an automatic daily buy on all volume 
from the previous day, then sent to the burn wallet.

FOUR SIMPLE FUNCTIONS OCCUR
DURING EACH TRADE



PRESALE
Start Date: Feb 8, 2022 (9:00AM CST)
End Date: Feb 20, 2022 (11:00AM CST)

Acceptable currency: BNB 

Tokens for Sale: 78,440T DOLLO 

PreSale Rate: 50B DOLLO 

Transaction Limit: .01 BNB Min / 2 BNB Max

TOKEN
DISTRIBUTION
Total Supply:
1,000,000,000,000,000 

2%

Dev Team

8%

Presale / Liquidity

7%

Marketing 

50%

Burn Wallet

33%

Exchanges

Locked - 2 YRS

Locked



TIMELINE
Listed below are the milestones we are striving to 

achieve with the help of our teams, contributors, 

and token holders. Timeline is subject to change, 

please check website for recent information.

Conceptualization of Dollo Ecosystem
Smart Contract Development Techrate Audit
Establish Legal Structure Applied for Trademarks
Launched Dollocoin.com
Dollo.io Community Beta Launch
Developed Dollo Merch
Begin Dollo.io App Development (IOS/Android)

Q4
2021 

Token PreSale
PR and Multisocial Campaign Launch Token / LP lock 2
year Whitepaper Update
Integrate Reflection Dashboard & Tracker
Community reach 5,000+ members
Get a Certik Audit
Listing on CoinMarketCap, CoinGecko, Etc.
Apply for Exchange Listings Launch Dollo.io Mobile
Apps Build out Dollo.io Marketplace Develop
Partnerships for the EcoSystem
Influencer Marketing Push Achieve $250M+ in Market
cap 
Team and Resources Expansion

Q1
2022 

Initiate Project Lightspeed
Increase Liquidity 
Increase Burn Rate 
Increase Holders 
Increase Passive Wealth Accumulation

1.
2.
3.
4.

Details to be revealed. Watch this space! 
Note: This is in addition to our Dollonomics Protocol.

Q2
2023 



ABOUT US 

Johnny Lynch

Anthony Johnson

Salik Shalik

Brandon Williams

CEO

COO / Web Developer 

Lead Developer

Communications

Dollosoft, Inc. 

We are a software technology company with a

focus on real world crypto adoption.  We will

commit resources to integrate Dollo Coin and

other cryptos into commerce platforms, payroll

systems, and mobile apps.

                                                          Our Philosophy
 

                                                         Cryptocurrency is the future. We believe that  

                                                         Dollo will help more people accumulate wealth,

small businesses grow their audiences and help local communities maximize its

economic potential while adopting Dollo Coin.

The RHYNO, Dollo's symbol, was chosen for its exceptional strength,

unstoppable charging capacity, and its characteristic 2" thick skin. The ability to

sustain your passion through discriminate negativity and unforeseen adversities

is especially useful when pursuing life changing endeavors. 

The RHYNO is a reminder, we can reach any destination if we 

keep charging. Life is challenging, but it can be rewarding.

Our paradise lies beyond the moon.

Austin Smith
Community Manager



WEALTHWEALTHWEALTH
SHIFTSHIFTSHIFT
THANK YOU!

dollocoin.com | dolloconnect.com | dollosoft.com

Thank you for reading our whitepaper. We have work relentlessly to

introduce something fresh to the cryptocurrency market.We look

forward to you joining our community.

 

@DOLLOCOIN

We're at the epicenter of a




